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FROM THE

WHAT’S NEW...

Velocity has some new eyes at the track. This issue features photographs from many contributors,

among them Richard Hurtado, John Gregoire, Ann Mitchell, and Chris Huck. Richard

Hurtado’s photography returns to the pages of Velocity once again, supporting Martin Schacht’s

article, and again accompanying Kelly Konzelman’s coverage of the STS event. Chris Huck

covered the Festival of Speed event, hosted by PCA Zone 8, with Ann Mitchell covering the

human interest angles. Newcomer John Gregoire contributed photos for Dan Davis’ coverage

of the Willow Springs time trials. All in all, an embarrassment of photographic riches, and

much appreciated, as are the editorial contributions of the members.

We also welcome new advertisers to the ranks, including American Race Day, a company 

specializing in rentals and sales of in-car cameras that can chronicle the real-life adventures of

our members. Owner Bruce Wells also offers services such as transfer of taped sessions to

DVD. Pretty cool, huh?

Look for coverage in our upcoming issue of the Tribute to Le Mans signature event at the 

California Speedway!

ON THE COVER:
Urs Gretener and Robert Dalrymple in turn 3 braking
zone at Willow Springs International Raceway
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As I write this, we are already well into the second quarter of 2006, and the club continues
to grow in membership. I credit much of this to the atmosphere and excitement of the track
experience, and the willingness of our members to share with new drivers.

The “Festival of Speed” at California Speedway (courtesy of PCA Zone 8) was a very good
event and a great tune up for our 13th Tribute to Le Mans. Thanks go out to all those who
participated, as drivers or volunteers, for your assistance in making this event memorable
and successful. It’s a great venue, but one which demands excellent organization.

Our next Instructor’s Clinic will be coming in July, so watch the web site and email. It’s a
great opportunity to gain experience and knowledge for on track instruction, and you can
improve your own skills, too. A new addition to this clinic will some valuable information:
understanding the new technologies that Porsche has engineered into cars such as the 997
Carrera, CaymanS, and the GT3 street cars.

We will be assisted by Porsche Cars North America in this training module, better equip-
ping our instructors to help new car owners who are showing up in increasing numbers for
the popular Short Track Series. We will fully explore and develop skills specific to the new
technology they have purchased, the first step in Porsche car ownership.

Your ongoing feedback to the Board of Directors is valued and appreciated by us all, in the
development of track events, future venues, the types of events you would like to see, and
the kind of club you will want to be a part of for a long time to come. Keep your sugges-
tions coming in—this is a club we want all members to take pride in.

Again, please keep our POC sponsors in mind when you are looking to serve your 
motorsports needs. They make a considerable and valuable contribution throughout the year
in the form of monies, discounts, and time, all of which make our events successful and 
cost effective.

The summer months are approaching, and we’ll take a breather to be with family and
friends, relaxing with those that support us throughout the year in our mutual hobby and
passion. Make sure to keep that much needed balance so when we are at the track, it’s 
easier to keep everything in proper perspective.

Lastly, “thank you” to all of you that come out and play at the track with all of us during the
year.  And if you haven’t been out lately, it’s time to come out and experience that changes
that have evolved over the past couple of years. I think you will enjoy both your experience
on and off the track!!

As always, please stop and chat with me at any event, or email or pick up the phone to share
any ideas you might have that will benefit your follow POC members and our club.

See you at the track!
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AASE MOTORS has been dedicated
to the Porsche® marque since 1978.
We offer a full range of services,
including repairs, maintenance, and
performance enhancement for all
Porsche cars from early 356s to the
latest 911s.

714 - 9 9 2 - 2 2 8 32017 W. Commonwealth Avenue
Units G–H, Fullerton, CA 92833
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Engine Building
Transmission Building

Trackside Support
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We build winners...
...champions in every series!

PRESIDENT GREGORY FRANZ
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May 30, 2006 — North America is set to receive its
first production version of the Porsche 911 GT3 RS.
Beyond its unique livery, the GT3 RS is distin-
guished from the GT3 on which it’s based by broad-
er rear flanks and reduced weight, further distilling
the driving experience to that of a racing car, but one
which meets all the requirements for street-legal
sports cars. This purist’s variant of the 911 GT3—
a model particularly well-suited for track outings—
will arrive in time for spring 2007.

Not since the venerable 1973 911 Carrera RS has
such a production Porsche been available in this
market. The Carrera RS was a special, lightweight
911 produced to homologate the vehicle for racing.
That tradition continues with the new 911 GT3 RS,
which is modified to serve as the homologation
model for a range of worldwide racing series.

Immediate predecessors of the RS have garnered
more than 50 victories and five championships in
the American Le Mans Series, as well as overall 
victory at the Rolex 24 at Daytona.
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911GT3RS most track-focused, road-legal 911 
to appear on North American shores since 
the legendary ‘73 Carrera RS

The modifications made to the 911 GT3 RS begin
with the bodywork. Compared to the GT3, the rear
of the RS is 44mm wider, as it is based on the fuller-
bodied 911 Carrera 4 models. The muscular-looking
rear end conceals a wider track that not only
improves directional stability, but also increases the
potential for lateral grip on this two-seat coupe.
Despite its specialized body, the GT3 RS is lighter

than the GT3. This weight-saving was achieved
through the use of—among other solutions—a carbon
fiber composite for the front lid, and an adjustable
carbon fiber wing. Modifications on the GT3 RS
geared specifically toward race-regulations include
the rear wheel carrier, split rear-suspension wish-
bones, and the carbon-fiber components.

The quick-revving nature and peak output of the 911
GT3’s 3.6-liter flat-Six remains the same, with the
highly-tuned Boxer mill generating 415 horsepower
at 7,600 rpm, on the way to an 8,400 rpm redline.

The new 911 GT3 RS will be available in two 
standard finishes: Black or Arctic Silver metallic. 
As an option, the GT3 can also be decked out in 
brilliant orange or green paintwork. All vehicle
insignia and the wheels themselves are styled in
orange or black to contrast with the body color. The
interior of the 911 GT3 RS lives up to the vehicle’s
race-derived styling. Internal trim is black, with the
roof lining, steering wheel and gear stick trimmed 
in high quality Alcantara leather.
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Porsche has announced an entry level Cayman
geared to those who delight in the supreme handling
dynamics which earned the Cayman S the 2006 World
Performance Car title. Based on the award-winning
Boxster, the new version of the mid-engined sports
coupe is a more accessible version of the Cayman S,
with a base price under $50,000. The Cayman brings
legendary Porsche-coupe capabilities—with the
same voluptuous styling of the Cayman S—to a new
and lower price point.

“With the exceptionally strong response we’ve had
to the Cayman S, which has sold more than 3000
units in just over four months, the addition of this
aggressively priced new Cayman model will bring
our mid-engined range to similar record sales levels,
further bolstering our core sports-car lineup.” said
Peter Schwarzenbauer, President and CEO of
Porsche Cars North America. 

The new Porsche Cayman is powered by a 2.7-liter
six-cylinder Boxer engine producing 245 horsepower.

Thanks to the Porsche VarioCam
®

Plus system, the
Cayman provides a broad spread of usable power, with
a plateau of torque peaking at 201 foot-pounds between
4,600 and 6,000 revs. With a manual transmission,
the responsive engine is capable of propelling the
new Cayman from a standstill to 60 mph in only 5.8
seconds. The performance carries through to a top
test-track speed of 160 mph. Proof that outstanding
performance statistics do not necessarily mean high
fuel consumption, the Cayman is rated at an impressive
23/32 mpg city/highway.

Power is routed from the Cayman’s flexible power-
plant via a standard five-speed manual transmission
with short, precise shift throws. Porsche will also
offer the well-known Tiptronic

®
S five-speed automatic

transmission. The Tiptronic S provides rocker
switches for shifting in the steering-wheel spokes,
for those who seek a more engaging driving experience.

As a third transmission variant, a six-speed manual
transmission, available in conjunction with the

Porsche Active Suspension Management (PASM
®
)

system, is optional. The PASM system automatically
adapts the shock-absorber system to the particular
driving situation, and allows the driver to choose
between “Normal” and “Sport” programs by pressing
a button on the center console.

The Cayman rides on 17-inch light-alloy wheels
boasting a unique, double-spoke design. Front tires
are 205/55-17s fitted on 6.5-inch wide rims; the
combination at the rear is 235/50-17 tires on 8-inch-
wide rims. With the Porsche Stability Management
(PSM) system fitted as standard equipment, the taut
chassis makes an responsive and involving partner
in terms of driving dynamics and active safety.

In addition to the two full-size occupant airbags, the
Cayman is also fitted as standard equipment with
the ingenious Porsche Side Impact Protection
System (POSIP), which features both a chest and
head airbag on each side of the vehicle, providing
impressive protection in the event of a side collision.

Same outstanding handling as Cayman S sibling 
at a sub-$50K sticker
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No, I am not referring to your gang colors; I am
talking about your Time Trial run group colors!
Join me in a little foray into my metamorphosis
from Porsche Owners Group (POC) Yellow, to
White, to the Orange Time Trial run group
and the rewards of open passing!

As some POC Forum readers may be aware,
up until December 2005, I was Mr. Time Trial
only. Whether it was at STS or at a POC Time
Trial (TT) venue, it was TT only for me. I was
somewhat leery of open passing, although
recently it was appearing to be a concept worth
learning. But racing? Not for me….I’ll be a
Time Trialer forever. That may well be…but
now, after completion of the Racers Clinic, I
have the option to practice with the Orange
Group, and after my second clinic, I am POC
licensed to enter a POC Cup Race. 

How did this all come about? Did I hit my
melon on a table top? Here is what happened:
I allowed myself to be sucked into the Porsche
Owners Club unofficial program of constantly
raising the bar. It’s already happening to you if
you have read this far...

Most of have been affected by this process...it
isn’t written anywhere, it just happens. We
start out in Stock Class and do that for a while,
then migrate to Improved. For some of us per-
formance nuts, we then advance to Prepared or
V cars…or go off the deep end and buy a ded-
icated race car. As we get faster and faster, we
will notice that something is missing...what
could it be? We’ll get to that.

The “raising of the bar” phenomenon also
occurs in how POC stages the events. Drivers
start in the Short Track Series (STS) and work
their way through the ranks: Yellow, White,
Blue and Orange run groups…the faster your
times, the higher your group assignment. 

To prevent disorganized mayhem and possible
tragedy, we must have formalized passing
rules across these four colors. Pass only in a
designated passing zone, and only with a point
by, one (1) point by for each car you wish to be
passed by. No point by, no pass…it is as simple
as that. When you get to Red Group, the home
of the fastest cars, passing is anywhere with a
point by. It seemed to me Red Group Hot Shoe

drivers appeared to be enjoying themselves
immensely—not that I wasn’t—but they were
having a more edgy time. They appeared to have
discovered what was “missing.”

Generally, it takes a lot of talent and a very well
prepared car to run in the Red Group in STS.
Most drivers never drive in the Red Group at
the STS. For one reason or another, drivers
migrate to Time Trials, if for no other reason
than to drive a new track and to experience a
higher speed environment. However, as we
know, the passing rules remain the same in the
non-Cup Racer licensed Yellow and White
groups. Unfortunately, Yellow and White TT
drivers can get stuck behind a person that is so
wrapped up in simply learning the correct line
around the track that they don’t see the advisory
passing flags, and mirrors—what mirrors? I
recently instructed at a STS event. My student
finally had to honk his horn to get the attention
of the driver ahead; it worked and he let us by.
This practice is discouraged.

If the attendance in the Yellow and White
groups is less than anticipated at a Time Trial,

ACHANGE OF
CONSIDERED

COLOR?
Story by Martin Schacht

Photography by Richard Hurtado

PA R T  O N E
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the Yellow and White Groups will be com-
bined. The up side to this is, there are people
to chase, which for many is much more
rewarding than driving an open track solo.

The down side is, you may have a large
combined run group with limited opportunity
for a clean lap. This may result in possible
frustration for some. What can be done
about it?  You can stage15 minutes early and
hope to be the first person out in your run
session. This works sometimes, but what
usually happens in a large run group just as
you are completing your first lap, is you
come upon the start finish line see what? A
gaggle of cars (generally the slower ones)
entering the track. Whoops, there goes the
open track you had been scheming for. You

wonder, “How will I ever get a clean lap
in?” In the final analysis, you always do get
clean laps in. The Time Trial and racing
venues are held at tracks well over two
miles long The pack spreads out fairly
quickly over the course of a run session. 
If it doesn’t you can always pull into the hot
pits and request a restart.

However, it is easy to conclude that life
would be much better in the Yellow/White
group(s) if there were open passing. The
bad news? There never will be open passing
in these two groups. The good news? The
POC provides a way to get to open passing,
anywhere, anytime. You just need to step up,
raise your personal driving performance
bar, and move up to the Orange or Red Time

Trial Run Group. Your Club does have a
process for getting you to the next level, and
only when you are ready. It is called the
Racers Clinic, held twice a year, generally
in June and December.

There are prerequisites for the Racers
Clinic. You will need a current POC Time
Trial License and at least six (6) recent Time
Trials under your belt. Next, you must con-
struct your driving resume and submit it to
Jeff Melnik for Racers Clinic consideration.
There are no guarantees that a submission
results in acceptance. If Jeff and Chief
Driving Instructor Marty Mehterian think
you are ready and feel confident that your
on track history with POC documents your
suitability for high speed track driving, your
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acceptance is assured. POC wants qual-
ified drivers in the Racer’s Clinics.
Graduates are the lifeblood of the Club;
they are the future of POC Time
Trialing and Club Racing. This is not to
say that committed STS and Yellow and
White run group Time Trial only drivers
are anything less. We must have the sup-
port of the full continuum of partici-
pants to assure our growth and future.

Once accepted, you will need to add an
engine kill switch and a window net and
review the Racers Clinic workbook in
preparation for the Clinic. Once you
successfully complete one Racers
Clinic, the VP of Motorsports has the
authority to grant you the privilege of

practicing with the appropriate Orange
or Red run group. You are assigned to
Orange or Red based on the Race
Classification of your car. It is beyond
the scope of this article to delve into car
classifications. They are delineated in
the POC General Competition Rules
(GCRs). 

I had grown frustrated with the limited
passing in the Yellow and White Time
Trial groups and the Orange STS
Group. With this in mind, and the fact
that several of my POC TT driving col-
leagues were moving up to Cup Racing
through the Racers Clinic portal, I
decided to apply for the December 2005
Racers Clinic. I used the old and well

worn rationalization, “If they can do it,
I can too!”

This is not the place to examine the cur-
riculum details of Racers Clinic; you’ll
find out soon enough, and it’s all good.
My summary of the Clinic: It was the
best Porsche driving experience ever,
especially the grand finale of the week-
end, a 30 minute race for the Clinic
attendees! Yes, that is correct! A dedi-
cated 30 minute race for the Blue Run
Group, the Racer’s Clinic graduates.
There is passing anywhere, no point bys
required, one block per corner, the real
deal. Drive as fast as you can, safely of
course. As they say, “When the Green
Flag drops, the BS stops!”
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February 2006 comes and I enter the Las Vegas
Speedway TT with the option to practice with the
Orange Group. Did I do it? No, it was simply too
intimidating to run a track I had never run before
with the Orange Group, and besides, Yellow and
White was a fairly small group. I must admit the
Yellow and White passing rules were frustrating to
adhere to in Las Vegas, especially on the front
straight where it felt most comfortable, and faster to
me, driving up on the banking on the right side of
the track (passing on the left only!). The slower cars
would invariably hug the inside line down low; as a
result, I experienced limited passing opportunities
on the front straight at Las Vegas International
Speedway. That’s OK, I had plenty opportunities on
the infield.

At the track, Jeff Melnik prodded me a bit to move
up to the Orange Group, suggesting that perhaps I
had morphed into a egg-laying two legged creature

of the feathery variety (cluck, cluck, cluck!).  I
could not be convinced to give it a try. As Clint
Eastwood says in the closing lines of Magnum
Force, “A man has got to know his (perceived) lim-
itations!” Perceived is the key here. I just didn’t feel
up to the challenge of learning a new and very fast
track with the supposed “mad dogs” in the Orange
Group. In retrospect, I could have done it, but coulda,
woulda, shoulda…I wanted to be in a personal com-
fort zone before I jumped into Orange. Willow
Springs would have to be the venue.

The second Time Trial of 2006, Willow Springs
International Raceway was going to be it: The Test.
I was now determined to practice in the Orange Run
Group and would consider running in the Orange
Qualifier. At the track, I asked our Competition
Director Mike Monsalve if he thought I should run
the Orange Qualifier, “You paid for it, you have
every right to be there!”  That did it for me; I was

going to run anything and everything I could over
the weekend, and I did. You can too!

No excuses about learning the track this time; I had
been there too many times before.  Willow Springs
International Raceway, “The Fastest Road in the
West!” When it came time to register for the event;
I signed up to run in the Orange Group. In getting
my car prepared for the first Orange session, I must
admit the Orange run group sticker looked pretty
cool. I was race ready with all the TT safety gear in
addition to the required engine kill switch and win-
dow net I had installed for the December 2005
Racers Clinic. I also had acquired an optional
HANS device. They are so easy to get used to and
could prevent a potentially catastrophic injury to
the neck in the event of a sudden deceleration.

From the White TT Group, to being at WSIR in the
Orange Group, now I was to run with the Big

Dogs…I was a wee bit nervous on the way to the
grid…but that feeling evaporated rapidly when
thinking ahead as to what awaited me, the opportunity
to practice all I had learned about high speed car
control going through the POC “Program” over the
years, and to put into practice the passing and situ-
ational awareness techniques acquired in the
December 2006 POC Racers Clinic.  

The first two Orange Group practice sessions were
very exciting, but uneventful. I got to pass some of the
slower cars, and I was passed by some fast, and very fast
cars. Passing without a signal anywhere is a great
opportunity to optimize your track experience…but it
is not a war out there. The slower drivers will let you
by, and you may even receive a passing signal from
them. I certainly gave out quite a few. The fast drivers
are by you in heartbeat…you’ll see them coming up
real quickly in your mirrors (You do watch your
mirrors, correct? No horn honking allowed!).

Are closing speeds in the Orange Group something
to worry about? In my opinion, not if you are the
closing car. If you are driving the car about to be
passed, you’ll be just fine. The quality of your fel-
low POC drivers is exemplary. Remember that by
the time a driver has been through the POC Process
to include STS, TT, Racers Clinics and then to go
racing, this equates to 2+ years experience behind
the wheel. And all that time, POC drivers are sub-
ject to Club/peer scrutiny with a 13/13 granted for
incidents where the driver is deemed to be at fault
by the Competition Committee. 

Those Orange and Red Group drivers coming up
fast and furious on your respective tails have “paid
their dues;” they can be trusted to avoid you. And as
a provisional Orange or Red Group driver, you will
have accumulated several years of driving experi-
ence yourself working you way up the ladder to this
stage where you can practice with the Orange

Group, dovetail this with skills you honed in the
Racers Clinic, no worries. 

I surmise that drivers lacking the talent, drive and
motivation to improve at POC and will have most
likely fallen by the wayside; we won’t see these
folks, hopefully they will have acquired a new
hobby, maybe quilting? 

My story continues: The Orange Qualifying session
is where it gets interesting. Non-licensed drivers
running in Orange are required to turn off their
transponders so as not to disrupt the Orange Cup
race starting order. This session is where “The
Rubber Meets the Road,” where racers are qualify-
ing for their position in the Orange Group Cup Race.
The results of the Qualifier are serious. The higher
the racers position in the Qualifier starting grid, the
better their chances for winning, or at least placing
higher than their starting position in the race. The
Qualifier is more akin to a race than a TT practice
session. “This ain’t no party, this ain’t no disco,” an
old 80’s tune, captures the moment. I can summarize
the qualifying session in one word, intense with a
capital I. And you, as a qualified Racers Clinic 
graduate, could be right in the thick of it.

As I mentioned above, I resisted going to the Orange
Group for quite some time. I guess I just wasn’t
ready. I had learned to tolerate the occasional 
frustration of the limited passing zones and the point
bys. But then one day, it just hit me—it was time. 
I had friends participating in the December 2005
Clinic, and I wanted to join them so I could continue
our friendly competition. 

One of these days it will be time for you, when you
know you’re ready. Once you are past your first
Racers Clinic and have been granted the privilege to
practice with the Orange or Red Group, you’ll have
one of life’s special peak experiences in store for
you. In addition, you will make new friends, joined
in the bond of the intense experiences you have been
through together in the Clinic.

For those of you that are qualified and ready, I’ll see
you at the next Racers Clinic in June 2006. Don’t
hesitate to attend; It is an experience you cannot
afford to miss. And the feeling of accomplishment
running in an unrestricted TT practice group is 
simply not comparable to the Yellow and White run
group experience, an order of magnitude better.
You’ll never go back, guaranteed..

PA R T  T W O
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THOUSAND OF PORSCHES FOR SALE

THE MARKET LETTER FOR PORSCHE AUTOMOBILES

17th year of publication listing Porsches for sale, U.S. and International. 
Plus articles, tech tips, market analysis, race and club information. 

Just $55.00 annual subscription. 

MARCH  2006 ISSUE
COVER

PML CONSULTING P.O. BOX 567, SOCORRO, NM 87801

888/928-9111 TOLL FREE         FAX/TECH LINE: 505/838-1222

EVERY MONTH!
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WHAT
ME WORRY?

Story by Kelly Konzelman
Photography by Richard Hurtado

“This city is heading for a disaster of Biblical
proportions…fire and brimstone coming down
from the sky…40 years of darkness, earthquake
and volcanoes…human sacrifice, dogs and cats,
living together—we’re talking mass hysteria”—
Bill Murray—Ghostbusters

Mass hysteria? Well almost. Actually, this was to
be the first time our club would “officially” run
the back bowl of The Streets in its clockwise
configuration and everyone was anxious. Would
this decision culminate in the greatest of all POC
track fiascos? Would we witness wheels, tires
and bits of exotic suspension strewn across the
blowing sands of Willow Springs? Would the
desert open its very mouth and swallow up 
students and instructors alike? Would the POC
naysayers stand around and slap each other on

the back as they watched car after car plunge
down into the great 13/13 abyss?

As many pondered these and other questions
plaguing man for centuries, our beloved Vice
President, Bill Bodine and other board members
paced around looking to start their drivers meet-
ing. Despite his Alfred E. Newman “What, ME
WORRY?” game face, his sweaty palms and
beady eyes said it all. Judgment day was here,
and so were most of the Board.

While Bodine perspired, Tom Van Aken and I
helped set up the Club’s new high bar and HD
video camera just off the end of the chicane.
Stepping-off 10-yard increments and drawing
lines in the sand, we preparing for our Club’s
newest award: “Longest Jump with a German

Vehicle over 3,000 Pounds” which we anticipated
we would hand out by the end of the day. I must
say, Tom came really prepared, even adding a
brand new lift kit and giant knobby tires to his
golf cart in expectation of some off-road excur-
sions to collect the errant drivers (er…pilots).

Well, the day proved anticlimatic. Despite how
much oil Tom threw on the track between run
sessions, he could not entice any students to go
off. To the delight of most (and the chagrin of
some) fire did not come from the sky, the sun did
not explode, and no one even got their tires dusty
in this section all day long.  I guess the clockwise
bowl is here to stay! Kudos truly go to Bill, Tom
and the others who pushed this through the BOD.
As they always said, “If PCA can do it…”.
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The weekend started a few days early for some as
our chief driving instructor Marty Mehterian strug-
gled to secure instructors to fill in our sold out stu-
dent groups. Friday morning arrived, and still only
20 instructors, ten short of what we needed to run
the event. A quick email blast from Laurie Taylor
did the trick—and like cockroaches—instructors
suddenly appeared from the walls and floors, ready
for duty. Thanks go out to all the instructors who
came from far away to pitch in when they were
needed most. Special thanks to Tim Shilling who
flew all the way from Denver, Mary Anne Melnik,
Mark Williams, Jackie Ginsburg and others who
came out solely to instruct.  I know that I am missing
many, but these are just a few of the volunteers who
stepped up and help to make this event such a 
success. We wholeheartedly thank you.

Saturday’s weather could not have been better.
Although morning temps started in the low 40s, a
cloudless blue sky greeted all attendees. By noon, it
had warmed to the mid-60s and there was no wind.
Perfect racing weather. 

Counting hands at the drivers meeting, I estimated
that we had a dozen or more first time students,
many bringing their husbands, wives, kids, dogs,
bikes, scooters, BBQs and stereos, creating our own
surreal, high-speed-asphalt version of Woodstock.
Of course, that would be without the mud, nudity or
aroma of cannabis. Jeff Melnik, who was really get-

ting into the experience, graciously offered to dis-
robe for all, but we begged him to spare us and after
much pleading and threats he acquiesced. (That is,
all except Carlos Granados who immediately took
five one-dollar bills from his wallet, stood on his
chair and began whistling and grinding his hips.) 

Alex Felton arrived with his immaculately prepared
993-based twin turbo. This chartreuse green beast
could win any wine-and-shine concourse armchair
event hands down. But this was no parking lot
queen, and Alex consistently set fast laps through-
out the day. However, this weekend belonged to
Kevin Reynolds, who posted FTD both Saturday
and Sunday for a new clockwise GTC and track
record of 1:22.79. Yes, Kevin consistently paddled
everyone’s pink little butts all day long. Must be
that Mechanix Wear prototype carbon fiber 
underwear he is still testing.

Other fast times and track records went to Jeff
Melnik (V0 1:25.56), Mike Monsalve (V3 1:26.59),
and John Tunnicliffe (GP 1:24.97). Because of the
new configuration, all 32 class winners also
became official track record holders, at least for the
day. It will be interesting to see how long these new
times hold up as more drivers learn the fast way
around the track.

It wasn’t too long before Saturday was over and
some began making the long trip back home. For

those who stayed around, the Cantina was the place
to be, although it was a bit more subdued this night
than after our last WSIR time trial and cup race. The
lower volume was most likely due to the absence of
the legendary (and vocal) Bob Rodriquez and our
motley 944 GSR crew of Dylan, Tim and Eric who
were also missing in action this weekend. (I was
told that Tim was at home trying to figure out how
to keep his headlights on during this year’s coming
Tribute while Dylan was reading the GCRs for the
100th time, trying to determine if he really needs
two outside mirrors.)

Sunday morning arrived and voilà! More first time
students. Where do they keep coming from?  One
cannot say enough about the effectiveness of Glen
Uslan’s two year marketing program to attract new
members to our club. While we still see some
expected attrition and membership fluctuation, it is
nice to see fresh faces show up as well as the old
guard, as our club begins another year of growth.
Thanks, Glen for your many years of hard work
within this series, and all hope that you can carry
over to our time trials the same fine spirit you have
helped create here at STS.

Again, Sunday morning’s weather was wonderful,
although a bit colder than the day before. Students
wasted no time removing their mufflers and testing
their rev limiters right next to my trailer. Good thing
they started at 6:00 am, as at my age I really don’t
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need that much sleep anymore. By 8:00 am, I guess
their cars were finally warmed up, as all the revving
stopped and drivers collected for the morning 
meeting. By noon the wind had picked up, and as
usual, folding chairs, litter and loose plastic bags
filled the air. Unfortunately, loose women were
noticeably absent.

Of course, STS is all about fun, so just when the
newbies had finally figured out the proper line from
Saturday’s sessions, we decided to pull the Sunday
morning change-up and reverse direction on them.
Despite our efforts to make their life more difficult,
it wasn’t too long before most of the students had
found their new line (or at least believed they had)
and were soon lapping the opposite direction,
unaware of the fact that the red and white curbing
they aimed for the day before no longer marked the
apexes of the new configuration.  Oh well, it all
makes for good press!

The longer track layout of running the bowl makes
for a truly better experience for all drivers, especially
those destined to run in white and yellow student
groups. Traffic was noticeably reduced, and overall
speeds seemed faster. No longer relegated to run as
one continuous train of lemmings all following the
same blind leader, the student pack was now able to
run as two continuous trains of lemmings, still nose-
to-tail with the car in front. I guess this behavior

starts early in life. We are taught from kindergarten
on how to form lines. I remember kindergarten, too.
I always lined up behind Lia Memsick. Blonde hair,
blue eyes, cute pink skirt, white stockings and a
pretty smile. To bad she’s not in our club. Looking at
her bumpers would be much more pleasant than
Monsolve’s or Tunnicliffe’s. I guess it’s okay to 
follow the car in front if she’s blonde and cute, but if
the person ahead of you is 45, has a beard, hairy
legs, and smells like old beer, back off and give
yourself some running room. Please!

All right, enough pontificating. Final sessions of the
weekend saw mostly the die-hards sucking up every
last minute of available track time. Doug Baron was
spotted doing a few hot laps in Fenton’s twin turbo.
Looked like a shake-down run for a future event to
me. Do I smell a Tribute paring here? Steve Parker
was manning the GAS MotorSports trailer this
weekend and Kevin Roush was spotted on the hot
pit wall Sunday morning all suited up, but no one
saw Kevin running. Of course when Kevin is sitting
in the car, no one can see him period (that is only
when he’s not passing you at which time you see
only a white blur with blue and yellow spots).

POC instructors (being just up the evolutionary
chain from most rats, attorneys and other bottom
dwellers) can smell POC Bucks from a mile away
and as soon as the track went cold, instructors sud-

denly reappeared for their weekend’s payoff. In a
mad rush to Marty’s black trailer, a fanatical,
Nomex-clad group began shouting and waiving
their signoff cards as if possessed by some discount-
store demon. It was like a scene from some Chicago
commodity-trading pit gone awry. The situation was
getting ugly when Marty was suddenly rescued 
by Kevin Reynolds, who flashed his lily-white inner
thigh and quickly distracted the crowd. Some
chased, while others just pointed and laughed.
Order was restored soon enough when Laurie
opened the POC till, and soon the line for POC
Bucks was quickly was out the garage door. I’ve
seen shorter lines at the Rescue Mission on
Christmas day. Shameful. Just shameful.

As everyone behaved reasonably well, Tom was
never able to give out that “Longest Jump” award.
Therefore, in its place, I think the board should con-
sider another special award for a very special guy. I
hereby nominate our loyal Equipment Chairman,
Bruce Wells, as winner of the “Guy who Brings the
Most Stuff to the Track” award. The only things
missing from Bruce’s car, trailer and motor home
were plastic bags filled with crushed aluminum cans
and old newspapers. Stuffed into every available
nook and cranny was an assortment of cardboard
boxes, televisions, DVD players, wires, tables,
chairs, blue tape, plastic cases, extension cords,
more blue tape, a full case of Depends, a black
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leather teddy and every conceivable thing one might need if camping for a
year on Mars. Good job, Bruce, you win hands down! 

Two final special awards were won this weekend by the same new member.
We are going to call the first one “Best Car Running in the Wrong Class”
which and its logical sister award—“Most Money Needed to be Spent to
Stay in Production or Move Up.” These prestigious awards were both won
by a new member we decided to keep anonymous. Our new friend now
realizes the sad truth that (1) he cannot run his immaculate 911 in JP with
his brand-new triple PMOs and shiny new leading edge wing, and (2) he
will now have to install a roll cage, five point harness, buy a Nomex suit,
and will probably still not be competitive with a carbureted car in V-4. 
Yes, building your dream Porsche before reading the rules does in fact
suck. We hope these two awards help ease your pain.

All in all, everyone had a blast. Every student I spoke to expressed their
appreciation for the hard work of their instructors. Every one commented
on the quality of our instructional program. Everyone said they’re coming
back. Laurie, it looks like your job is secure for at least another two or 
three months.

On a final note, I am going to petition the board to be granted the 
exclusive merchandising rights for the STS blue tape concession. What is
it with blue tape and STS? All weekend, for as far as the eye could see were
cars adorned with thousands of miles of blue tape. Blue tape on headlights,
brake lights and mirrors. Blue tape on hoods, fenders and windshields.
Blue tape wrapped around transponders, fashioned into numbers and stuck
on car windows and doors. All we needed was a little masking paper and a
spray booth and we could start our own POC body shop right there in the
cold pits. How much could I mark up blue tape anyway? I figure with an
EZ-UP tent, a good size banner, and one of Bruce’s extra folding tables, 
the blue tape concession could easily pay for my next TT entry. 

Look out Performance Products, it looks like you got competition..
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Membership Has Its Privileges
Story by Rusty west

Photography by Ann Mitchell and Chris Huck

If there’s one thing Porsche enthusiasts have
in common it’s that they love to drive. There
are several classes of drivers. There are those 
drivers who unfortunately take to the streets
for competition. There are a few who behave 
themselves on the street and occasionally get
invited to a track day (usually sponsored by
their local Porsche dealer) and there are those
of us lucky enough to belong to the Porsche
Owner’s Club (POC). Not only do we get to

legally compete on a regular basis, we get to
do it on some of the best road racing circuits
in the world. 

The California Festival of Speed, a race week-
end hosted by the Porsche Club of America
(PCA), is a shining example of such an event.
As invited guests, POC Club Racing members
were treated to a fabulous weekend of racing at
California Speedway in Fontana, California.

An event this big draws race teams from all
over the country. PCA members from as far
away as the East Coast came to compete against
their West Coast rivals, Most of the POC 
members joined in on the fun, and Tony
Schwartz brought six new Auto Gallery
Motorsports Ferrari F430 Challenge cars for
testing. While the Ferrari’s looked and sounded
great they didn’t pose much of a threat for the
GT class Porsches.
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ALL PHOTOS ON THIS SPREAD BY ANN MITCHELL
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The weekend started Friday with the standard
“Test & Tune.” Even though there were
nearly 200 racecars on hand there were no
significant incidents. 

By Saturday the competition really heated
up. Since the weekend was shared between
two clubs, the POC Red and Orange run
groups raced together. With 65 cars on the
grid for Cup Race #1 the potential for disaster
was very high. In the pre-race driver’s meeting
all competitors were encouraged to drive
within their skill level and to be very aware
of closing speeds through the banking. The
race went off without a hitch. There were
several great class battles but the four most
notable were: 

FIRST. The GT2 battle for second between
Steve Cross and Joseph Fan. When the
checkered flag came out Steve hedged out
Joseph by 3/10 of a second.

SECOND. The R3 race for second and
third. In the end Keith Meggs finished sec-
ond, Neal Wright came in third and Jim
Copp ended up fourth. What made this race
so interesting is that all three drivers fin-
ished within 7/10 of a second of each other
and both Neal and Jim had almost identical
Best Race Lap Times.

THIRD.The R5 race for 5th between Andrew
Bloch and Kip Waterhouse was another nail
bitter. Andrew beat out Kip by 17/100 of a
second but Kip’s Best Race Lap Time was
43/1000 of a second faster than Andrew’s.

FOURTH. The R7 race for first between
Guenter Lennarz and Leonard Schenkel
was decided by less than a second with
Guenter taking home the victory.

During the post race Driver’s meeting, Jeff
Melnik addressed all of the competitors
with a smile and a sigh of relief stating “I
don’t have any kids, but I now know how it
feels to be a Proud Papa.” Jeff was referring
to how successful the race was. With 65
cars starting this race and over 60 finishing
it was clear to all involved that everyone
paid attention during the driver’s meeting.
Also worth noting is the cars that dropped
out did so because of mechanical failure,
not because of a crash.

Cup Race #2 on Sunday was the POC
weekend finale and it went as well as Cup
Race #1. The grid was filled with 55 cars
and all drivers were asked to race with the
same “Heads Up” attitude they had during
the previous day’s contest. While there were
fewer cars in the field the track was still
very crowded which proved exciting for all
the drivers. While there were several close
battles during the race the most notable was
the GT1 race between Robert Rodriguez
and Dan Davis. These two gentlemen have
been competing against each other for 
years and they always put on a great show.
This time it was Robert’s turn to take 
the checkered flag by less than a second
before Dan..

CUP RACE ONE

Class First Second Third
BSR Steven Rea — —
EX Anders Hainer Rusty West Carl Lagoni
GT1 Eric Olberz Robert Rodriguez David Lesage
GT2 Mark Anderson Steve Cross Joseph Fan
GTA Blake Rosser Galen Beiker Steve Goldman
GTC Bob Faieta Drew Waterhouse David Riddle
R2 Jeff Melnik John H. Payne Mary Anne Melnik
R3 Ted White Keith Meggs Neal Wright
R4 Jeff Richter — —
R5 Michael Monsalve Steve Alacron Athan Aronis
R6 Garrett Guess Jim Planet Nicolas Pulecio
R7 Guenter Lennarz Leonard Schenkel Don Matz
R8 Jacqueline Ginsburg Walter Airth —
R9 John Tunnicliffe — —
R9S Mikael Weitze Mark Foley Bill Addy

CUP RACE TWO

Class First Second Third
BSR Steven Rea — —
EX Steve Goldman Rusty West Sofronas James
GT1 Robert Rodriguez Daniel Davis David Lesage
GT2 Steve Cross Mark Anderson Ted Barrett
GTA Eric Olberz Neil Alexander Jeff Lewis
GTC Drew Waterhouse David Riddle John Gordon
R2 Mary Anne Melnik John H. Payne —
R3 Keith Meggs Jim Copp Neal Wright
R4 Jeff Richter — —
R5 Athan Aronis Steve Alarcon Carl Tofflemire
R6 Garrett Guess Jim Planet Nicolas Pulecio
R7 Leonard Schenkel Guenter Lennarz Don Matz
R8 Walter Airth Jackie Ginsburg —
R9 James Felts John Tunnicliffe —
R9S Mikael Weitze Mark Foley Jim Marks

All in all, the weekend was a

huge success and each driver’s

opportunity to participate in

such a wonderful event is living

proof that POC membership

truly has its privileges.

FONTANA

ALL PHOTOS ON THIS SPREAD BY CHRIS HUCK
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Another great racing weekend at Willow. Friday was one of the busiest

open track days that I can remember. The POC has some very serious

(and good) racers...

Back to Willow: The weather was great, the turnout was great, and the

competition was some of the best ever. A time trial track record was 

broken by Eric Olberz with a 1:18.9 in his monster turbo. Last year he set

FTD with a 1:19.3 in his GT3RS car, so there is hope for un-blown

motors yet. The racing times also pointed to the constant improvement

of all of the club drivers and cars. In the red group, the winning time 

of last year’s race would have gotten you fifth place this year. I don’t

remember any time that we have ever had five cars under 1:22.

The racing started off Saturday with a great red race charge to the front

by Loren Beggs who started fifth, moved to second by the third lap, and

then fought Olberz for 15 laps before overtaking him on lap 17 of the 19

lap race. Yours truly started a respectable third, but dropped out in the

tenth lap, after a spectacular fire show (according to Urs Gretener who

was chasing me at the time). A hole in a piston the size of a dime cre-

ated fireworks. Urs Gretener, who has been missing in action at the front

for some time, qualified on the pole and finished just two seconds

behind Eric for third. Urs’ car was probably the best handling turbo in

the race, but just didn’t have enough juice to keep up with the twin mon-

ster cars of Loren and Eric. Bob Faieta led the Cup cars with a fifth over-

all and Mary Anne Melnik took R2 with a 12th place finish.

AT WILLOW SPRINGS
Story by Dan Davis

Photography by John Gregoire
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With Kevin Roush absent, the

orange race was a real dog fight.

Steve Alarcon started on the pole,

but couldn’t hold it with Mike

Monsalve getting around him on

the first lap and Athan Aronis 

following on lap five. Mike led the

rest of the way for a seven second

victory. Jim Marks led the fiercely

competitive 944 spec cars with a

13th overall. When I first time trialed

at Willow in 1987, the fastest car on

the track was a well prepared 944

turbo turning1:36s. These spec cars

are now turning 1:35s! Incredible!

Sunday started off with another

great orange race with Alarcon

again starting on the pole, but this

time he held on to it, leading from

start to finish. Jason Wilberding,

starting fourth, climbed his way to

second, after finally getting past

Monsalve on the last lap of this

long 25 lap race. Franz Bluske was

the highest finishing car behind 

the R5 train with a 10th place finish, and Mikael Weitze 

prevented a Jim Marks 944 spec sweep with a 12th overall.

The Red race was a repeat of a lot of races this year. The

monster turbos broke, with the fast and reliable cars bringing

home the victory. Congratulations to Urs Gretener, whose

revitalized car (as well as Urs himself) performed extremely

well. Starting fourth, Urs outlasted Eric and Loren, got

around Galen Bieker mid race, and passed Dalrymple on lap

14 for the victory in this 25 lap race. Kudos for Galen as well

for bringing the number 69 cup car in second. Congrats go

out again for Mary Anne with another R2 victory, and

improving her overall finish to 10th, and to Kieth Meggs on

his 13th overall finish and first in R3.

Last but not least, the time trials provided some thrills of

their own with Olberz record setting run, as well as great

runs in both V3 (Steve Alarcon with a 1:28.4), and GSR

(Mikael Weitze with a 1:36.4)

As for me, you will see the same car number 271 in the next

few months, but with a water cooled motor!—Stay tuned.”.
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T H E  R A C E R ’ S  R E S O U R C E . . .T H E  R A C E R ’ S  R E S O U R C E . . .

. Over 25 years motorsports experience. Street performance and race preparation. Huge in-stock inventory. In-house installation available. All products used/tested by WERKS II. UPS next day available until 4:30 pm/pst. Active driving/instructing member 
PCA, POC, SCCA, IMSA

WERKS II is a primary warehouse distributor for many 
manufacturers. We pride ourselves on selecting and 
offering our customers the highest quality, the best 
selection, and outstanding service.

918 CHESTNUT STREET, BURBANK, CA 91506 
800-493-7572 TECH LINE: 818-845-2530 FAX: 818-954-8446

SHOWROOMSHOWROOM w w w. w e r k s 2 . c o m

NEW 
SA 05

Helmets

in stock!

NEW 
SA 05

Helmets

in stock!

805.504.3931
Visit us on the Web at:

. AASCO PERFORMANCE

. BALL RACING

. BLAKE ROSSER

. BULLET PERFORMANCE SPEED LAB

. CALASS RENNSPORT

. CARLSEN PORSCHE

. COMPETITION LLC

. DEVEK

. FDR MOTORSPORTS

. HERGESHEIMER MOTORSPORTS

. INLINE CUNNINGHAM RACING 

A big thanks to all of our customers that made us
the NUMBER ONE Moton Distributor 

in North America

Complete Suspension Packages
for all 986/987 and 996/997 Models

We use only the finest components. Our packages
feature Moton Suspension Dampers, Eibach Springs,
and AMS Camber Plates. Inquire about custom
hardware, monoball, suspension components and
suspension geometry correction components. We
do Moton service, repair, rebuild in-house. All
major components are available individually

Brake Packages for all 986/987
and 996/997 Models

Our packages feature Performance Friction Rotors
and Pads. Street and Track packages are available. 
We service, repair, rebuild Porsche/Brembo Calipers,
service and repair PFC Floating Race Rotors. We
carry replacement parts in stock for popular models

Packages are available!
DON’T FORGET YOUR TOW VEHICLE!

. ISTOOK MOTORSPORTS

. JERRY WOODS RACING

. J3 RACING

. MID ATLANTIC MOTORSPORTS

. MIND OVER MOTORSPORTS

. MIRAGE INTERNATIONAL

. RUSTY WEST

. SIGAL SPORTS

. SPEEDWARE MOTORSPORTS

. THE RACERS GROUP

. VISION MOTORSPORTS

ARLAN MOTORSPORT. LLC
3442 C Empresa Drive 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7357

805.504. 3932 FAX
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